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Lincoln front living room with panoramic windshield in the Dune decor.



Lincoln with pull-out buffet 

Franklin “Master Suite”

Franklin “Master Suite” with opposing slides and panoramic windshield

RUSHMORE LUXURY
Rushmore is as elegant and prestigious inside as it is 
out.  This modern fifth wheel was developed with you 
in mind.  Equipped with all the features, options and 
amenities you could wish for in any RV.  Rushmore 
lets you choose the exact interior to fit your lifestyle, 
with rich dark maple cabinets and three design-
er inspired interior decor choices.  For Maximum 
entertainment, the large 48” LED HD TV with sound 
bar is your private home theater.  The joy of an RV is 
that no matter where you go, you are always at home.  
And at the end of the day, that means happily home 
in your own bed.  The Rushmore tucks you comfort-
ably in a I-Cool Memory Foam queen mattress.  You’ll 
appreciate other four-star touches, too, like the large 
wardrobes with plenty of drawer space and a 32” LED 
HD TV.
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STANDARD PIN BOX 
DESIGN
FIT foundations come
standard with the
Trail Air Rota-Flex
pivoting head pin boxes.
Rota-Flex utilizes a
rubberized compound
which absorbs fore
to aft motion, a.k.a.
“chucking,” between the
tow vehicle and Fifth
Wheel to give you an
overall improved ride.

OPTIONAL AIR RIDE 
HITCH
Optional Trail Air Tri-glide
Pin Box is the first air
spring system to both 
reduce checking and
control vertical push/pull
movement.  When the
coach is in neutral position,
the lower jaw always sits
at its lowest point.  As the
hitch encounters road
vibrations, the system lifts
the coach.

STANDARD SIX POINT 
SYSTEM
No more boards or blocks
to get your coach level.
Every coach comes with
Falcon Level Up System.

FALCON BRAND 
QUADSTEPS
THE Falcon Quad 
Radius Step is
simply a better
step.  More logically
laid out than its
competitor’s, the
Falcon radius step
stores easier and is
easier to use.

WE START WITH A FIT FOUNDATION
Falcon Integrated Technology (F.I.T.) makes 
everything easier.  One single point of contact 
makes it easier for owners to understand and 
easier for servicing dealers to get answers
and solutions.  Competitors use a patchwork 
of supplies for thier coach’s foundation 
(see chart on next page) making troubleshooting, 
well, troublesome!  Simplify your next RV adventure 
with a cuatom FIT foundation from CrossRoads RV.

OPTIONAL HITCH 
RECEIVER
F.I.T.’s ingegrated hitch 
receiver can haul 3,000
pounds of additional
cargo (250 lb. tongue
capacity).  



FALCON BRAND AXLES
Falcon 7,000 pound 
capicity axles are built
to last and offer many
advantages over the 
competition:

*Self Adjusting Brakes
  improve stopping time 
  up to 50% and lower 
  maintenance costs.

*Powder-coated axle tubes
  protect against corrosion.

*Zinc plated mounting
  hardware prevents against 
  rusting and corrosion 
  improving service jobs.

*Waterproof 3M connectors
  in allbrake wiring prevents
  corrosion at connection
  point.

*Inegrated spindle/brake flange
  provides precision brake mounting
  and maximizes performance.

FALCON BRAND
SUSPENSION
Your suspension should
absorb road shock, not
transfer it!  This is why
all F.I.T. foundations are
equipped standard with 
the Falcon-Flex rubberized 
suspension system.  
It provides owners a much
smoother ride by virtualy 
eliminating vibrations caused 
by road bumps.

FALCON HYDRAULIC
SLIDE-OUT SYSTEM
The standard for hydraulic
slide-out systems, Falcon
provides years of worry 
free operation and makes
us distinct amongst the 
competition.

THE FALCON
FRAME (ABOVE)
Every Falcon Frame
utilizes the very best
quality materials
available.

*Powdercoated frame
  for protection.

*Heavy duty 12”
  I-Beam main rails.

*Drop section of
  chassis is 10” I-Beam.

COMPARE THE OTHERS



WASHINGTON

LINCOLN

RUSHMORE MODELS
You’ll discover simple, yet obvious detailing in the way each Rushmore is thoughtfully designed.  Beginning with the unshoppable 
bedroom with opposing slides giving you the largest bedroom in the industry.  Other features include huge walk in showers, full 7 
drawer pantry’s, large LED TV sizes in both the living room and bedroom.



JEFFERSON

FRANKLIN

SPRINGFIELD

DUNE

MIDNIGHT

TROPIC



STANDARDS 



& OPTIONS



1140 W. Lake Street > Topeka, IN 46571 > www.crossroadsrv.com > PH 260-593-3850

BUY LOCAL
Where you purchase your recreational vehicle is ultimatley your decision but CrossRoads urges 
you to consider buying at your local dealer.  Dealers are part of your community, providing jobs 
and contributing to your local economy.  These dealers are under obligation to provide war-
ranty service for products they sell, but are not leagally required to service products purchased 
from other dealers..  You enjoy customer priority.  Dealership generally service their purchasing 
customers first, others may exdperience long delays and miss opportunities to use their RV.  
What is it worth for you to have a dealership’s full attention and motivation to satisfy you when 
you need service in a timely manner?  Why not stay close to home?
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